#981 The Whore’s Latter Rain – In 605 B.C., Nebuchadnezzar’s Babylon registered a Pair
of Victories over (i) Egypt at the Battle of Carchemish, and (ii) Judah, for the purpose of
connecting to the future Revelation 6:05 Black Horse Rider, part 10, Hurt Not the Oil and
the Wine!, I
What we have been doing is correlating the Locust Army of Joel 1-2 in the Old Testament with
the Black Horse Rider Army of Revelation 6:5-6 in the New Testament. The Locust Army of
Joel 1-2 is fulfilled by Nebuchadnezzar’s Army of 605 B.C. besieging Jerusalem, and the
Black Horse Rider Army of Revelation 6:5-6 is fulfilled by the 65th Congress’s ‘Man o’ War’
U.S. Army of April 6 [= 9], 1917, as the U.S. entered World War I.
There is another aspect of the passages of
Joel and Revelation 6:5-6 that further
undeniably correlates the two, totally verifying the link between the Locust Army of Joel 1-2 and
the Black Horse Rider Army of Revelation 6:5-6, thereby confirming that the Black Horse Rider
Army is also a Joel’s Locust Army. What is being referred to is the issue of the hurting, or
the damaging, or the destruction of wheat, barley, oil, and wine. Let’s start by looking at
Revelation 6:5-6.
Revelation 6:6, do not hurt the oil and the wine

Olive trees and a vineyard, representative of oil and wine

Revelation 6:5-6 (KJV) And when he had opened THE THIRD SEAL, I heard the third beast
say, Come and see. And I beheld, and lo A BLACK HORSE; and he that sat on him had A
PAIR OF BALANCES IN HIS HAND.
6 And I heard a voice in the midst of the four beasts say, A measure of WHEAT for a penny,
and three measures of BARLEY for a penny; and SEE THOU HURT NOT THE OIL AND
THE WINE.
Joel 1:10, the hurting of the oil and the wine. Clearly, the Black Horse Rider Army in
Revelation 6:6 is connected with the issue of damaging, or not damaging, wheat, barley, oil, and
wine. This is exactly what is seen with the Locust Army in Joel 1:10-11.
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Joel 1:10-11 (NIV) The fields are ruined, the ground is dried up; the grain is destroyed, the
NEW WINE is dried up, the OIL fails.
11 Despair, you farmers, wail, you vine growers; grieve for the WHEAT and the BARLEY,
because the harvest of the field is destroyed.
After the Locust Army has destroyed the
wheat, barley, oil, and wine, as seen in Joel
1:10-11, it is seen in Joel 2:23-24 that the former rain and latter rain sent by the Lord restore the
wheat, oil, and wine.
Joel 2:23-24, restoring the oil and the wine

Joel 2:23-25 (KJV) Be glad then, ye children of Zion, and rejoice in the LORD your God: for
he hath given you the FORMER RAIN moderately, and he will cause to come down for you
the rain, the FORMER RAIN, and the LATTER RAIN in the first month.
24 And the floors shall be full of WHEAT, and the vats shall overflow with WINE and OIL.
25 And I will restore to you the years that the locust hath eaten, the cankerworm, and the
caterpiller, and the palmerworm, MY GREAT ARMY which I sent among you.
Key Understanding: Wheat, barley, oil, and wine in Joel and Revelation 6:6. The Locust
Army of Joel and the Black Horse Rider Army of Revelation 6:5-6 are undeniably
correlated through the theme of the damaging of wheat, barley, oil, and wine.
However, Revelation 6:6 states, “see thou hurt not the oil and the wine.” What about that? That
will be answered shortly in Hurt Not the Oil and the Wine!, parts II and III, in Unsealings #985
and #986, respectively. First, however, we need to discuss Revelation 9, for it too has locusts and
horses, just like Joel.
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